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I’ve been a big fan of KLE’s cables for a few years now.  To my 
ears they have always stood out well above the pack & dollar 
for dollar they bring a big bang for the buck.  
 
I’ve heard them transport ordinary & flat sounding systems to 
systems with beautiful flow.  I’ve often been amazed that there 
are so many systems with very expensive components but with 
ordinary cables that flatten and dull the sound to a lifeless & 
compressed presentation. 
 
I’ve had extensive listens to his IC’s, SC’s & Power cables over 
the years and have always been very impressed.  
 
My 2 channel valve system & my Home theatre solid state 
system with valve powered centre channel are all now connected with KL cables.  
 
Recently KL dropped in & stayed for a couple of nights and I had the privilege to hear a few of his newer ICs & power cables.  It was 
fascinating to hear the increase in sound quality as we went up through the range and up through the price points.  
 
I already had KL cables from top to toe in my 2 channel system so I was not looking to upgrade as I was already very happy with the 
sound I was getting with my current crop of KL cables.  They were already a huge jump over any standard brand name cable I had heard 
or tried . 
 
We had been listening to various ICs in the KL range for over a day and I had a pretty good grasp of where the new cables stood in 
relation to what we were hearing in comparison to what I already had in my system.  They were sounding very very good.  
 
… And then he bought out the QPURITY Triple Infinity ICs. WOW!!!!.  To say I was impressed with the jump up from what was already 
sounding very good would be an understatement.  I’m not going to go into detail about what I was hearing but clearly all the wonderful 
qualities I had been hearing for years & over those couple of days were just magnified… rather intensely.  Everything was sounding 
better… much better.  And it was already sounding great before! 
 
One thing I knew, the longer we listened to these wonderful cables on my system was that they needed to stay connected right where 
they were.  I pretty much decided then & there that my system needed these cables.  It just sounded sooooo damn right.  So natural.  
So much beauty & flow.  It was pretty much a revelation.  Was this really my system in my house??  I really didn’t know it could ever 
sound that good.  
 
I remember putting my hand out and shaking KLs hand and congratulating him & thanking him for making something so damn 
beautiful. 
 
Every single time I’ve listened to my system since, I am 100% convinced that these cables were the ‘It’ factor my system needed to take 
all those upgrades over the years to the level I was always hoping they could get to, but didn’t really believe possible.  I had always been 
content at base camp & didn’t think it was possible for my system to make the summit.  I thought maybe the limitations of my room or 
certain components or speaker choice were holding it back somewhat in comparison to some of the best systems I’ve heard.  
 
I don’t believe that any longer.  
 
As crazy as it sounds I would say these cables were possibly THE best investment in hifi I have ever made… mainly as it seemed to join 
all the dots of all previous purchases & upgrades over many years of tweaking.  
 
In my opinion these cables are not just cables in the way we have come to see audio cables over the years.  They are components in & 
of themselves.  
 
If your system sounds at all flat, dull, lifeless, bright or in any way undynamic please do yourself the favour of hearing some of KLs 
cables.  
 
Which ones? 
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Well, if your system is humble then wonderful & good for you.  You can still get magic.  Please try some of KLs more affordable cables.  
Even KLs ‘cheaper’ cables are wonderful for the price & definitely will be a big step up over any cable of similar price & may take your 
humble system to a place of contentment & joy.  
 
If it’s a medium price system then his middle range will be perfect.  Most brand name cables out there in the low to mid range are 
pretty much rubbish in my opinion.  Many will take your system backwards.  I’ve heard this on my own system and many others over the 
years.  One thing I guarantee is you will not be wasting your 
hard earned or taking your system backwards with ANY of 
these cables from KLE.  
 
But look, if you are serious about this & a bit like myself & this 
audio hobby has taken up a large chunk of your cash & time 
& energy over the years & the idea of absolutely beautiful 
flowing natural music is what you dream about, then please if 
at all possible contact KL & see if its possible to listen to his 
triple infinity ICs.  Honestly.  They may just change the whole 
ballgame for you as they did for me.  
 
Are they cheap?  Nope.  Are they good value?  Well for myself 
& my system that is  huge YES.  As I say, I view these cables as 
components, not just pieces of wire connecting the 
components together.  
 
Be warned though, you will then want to hear his SCs & power 
cables as well.  
 
The difference his power cables made when connected to my mono blocs was breathtaking.  I had been running a pair of Isotek blues & 
thought they were pretty good… ahhh – nah.  These also stayed put in the system & the Istoteks went out the door never to see my 
system again. 
 
Anyway, don’t listen to me!  Please trust your own ears & please audition whatever range of cables from KL that you can possibly extend 

your budget to.  It’ll put a big fat smile on your face… NathanC    
 

A highly recommended product 
 
 
 


